
Sonic toothbrush with head set FairyWill FW-E10 (black) Ref: 6973734202566
Sonic toothbrush with head set FairyWill FW-E10 (black)
FairyWill FW-E10 sonic toothbrush with tip set (black)
Are you looking for a sonic toothbrush that will allow you to take care of proper oral hygiene? Opt for FairyWill's suggestion! The FW-E10
is distinguished by its high vibration frequency, which reaches up to 40,000 vibrations per minute, and offers 5 modes. One charge is
enough to use the toothbrush for up to 30 days. The device provides IPX7 water resistance. You will find 8 interchangeable tips in the set.
 
Effective cleaning
Get rid of all dirt and stains with the FW-E10! The FairyWill sonic toothbrush works at a frequency of up to 40,000 rpm, so it guarantees
unparalleled precision. Also noteworthy is the DuPont bristles, which are distinguished by their high density and are extremely soft, so
they do not cause damage to gums or enamel.
 
5 modes of operation
Enjoy the many possibilities that the FW-E10 offers. The device supports up to 5 modes, so it will meet the needs of different users. Clean
mode is perfect for routine daily cleaning. If you want to whiten your teeth, you can use the White mode. The Polish mode will further
polish your teeth. Do you have extremely sensitive gums? Choose Sensitive mode and enjoy the gentle massage guaranteed by Massage
mode.
 
Up to 30 days of use
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One charge is enough to use the FW-E10 for up to 30 days. The time it takes for the device to renew its energy is about 2 hours. What's
more,  the  sonic  toothbrush has  a  light  indicator  that  will  let  you know when the battery  is  low.  You no longer  have to  worry  about  it
discharging at the least opportune moment.
 
Smart timer
With FairyWill, you can be sure you're devoting enough time to your oral hygiene. The sonic toothbrush is equipped with a smart timer
that  will  tell  you every  30 seconds when you need to  change the brushed area.  The device automatically  shuts  off  2  minutes  after  it
starts working. In addition, thanks to its IPX7 waterproof rating, you can clean your teeth in the shower or bath without worry.
 
Included:
Sonic toothbrush x1
Replacement tip x8 
USB charging cable x1
Protective cover for the toothbrush tip x1
User manual x1
	Manufacturer
	FairyWill
	Model
	FW-E10
	Vibration frequency
	40,000 rpm
	Operating modes
	White, Clean, Sensitive, Polish, Massage
	Charging time
	approximately 2 hours
	Operating time
	about 30 days
	Waterproof
	IPX7
	Color
	black
	Other
	smart timer
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Price:

€ 16.49

Health & Beauty, Sonic toothbrush
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